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Permanent Link to New Septentrio products to integrate Sapcorda GNSS corrections
2021/07/29
Septentrio has entered into a commercial agreement with Sapcorda, a global
provider of sub-decimeter GNSS corrections. Through the collaboration with
Sapcorda, Septentrio will pioneer an no-hassle corrections integration into a new line
of products for the high-accuracy industrial market. These new products will consist
of Sapcorda’s SAPA Premium corrections integrated directly into Septentrio’s latest
GNSS receiver technology. The result is sub-decimeter accuracy, which is available
to users right out of the box. This significantly simplifies the user’s GNSS receiver
set-up process and eliminates the hassle of corrections service subscription and
maintenance. Such GNSS receivers acquire corrections via internet as well as via
satellite broadcast and deliver reliable, broadly available sub-decimeter positioning to
high-volume industrial applications. Sapcorda integration program Sapcorda release
its SAPA augmentation service integration program on May 14, following the launch
of its SAPA Premium service. The integration program targets companies integrating
GNSS chips or receivers and looking to enable their systems to perform in high-
accuracy mode. The program offers step by step service integration and proof of
concept guidance for upgrading the integrators’ GNSS systems to deliver down to
centimeter-level positioning accuracy. The program also includes the offering of free
service data, used to validate positioning performance on the target application. The
program participants also receive commercial support for introducing the correction
data on their marketed products. The SAPA service is delivered using optimized data
format and can be integrated by modern or traditional high-accuracy receivers
compatible with open standards such as SPARTN and RTCM. Sapcorda’s SAPA
services are designed to bring high-precision GNSS positioning to mass market, as
well as general industrial and automotive applications. The correction data stream is
optimized for homogeneous performance and end-to-end data security with
continental coverage in the United States and Europe. The service data transmission
also provides unmatched low bandwidth consumption, with broadcast transmission
via direct IP connection or geostationary satellite signal (L-band). Sapcorda was
established in 2017 to provide an open approach to a safe, broadly available and
scalable corrections service. By adding Sapcorda’s SAPA service to its corrections
portfolio, Septentrio begins offering sub-decimeter accuracy with quick convergence
time anywhere in the U.S. and Europe. Autonomous vehicles, robots “This
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collaboration allows both companies to bring innovative solutions, inspired by the
growing market of autonomous vehicles and robots, to the high-accuracy industrial
markets,” said Jan van Hees, business development director at Septentrio. “By
integrating Sapcorda’s SAPA service into our products, we are completely removing
the hassle of managing corrections for the customers. This means faster set-up times
and worry-free, always-on high-accuracy positioning throughout the whole receiver
lifetime.” “At Sapcorda our focus is on providing a high-accuracy service suitable for
demanding applications where both performance and safety is critical. This includes
land robots, UAVs, logistic applications and autonomous vehicles,” said Botho Graf zu
Eulenburg, CEO at Sapcorda. “Septentrio’s field-proven high-precision GNSS
receivers and their focus on reliability and robustness aligns perfectly with our
mission and the capabilities of our SAPA services.” This broadens the range of
Septentrio’s existing GNSS solutions, allowing the company to serve a wide range of
customers with various requirements in terms of accuracy, operation location and
scalability. Read Septentrio demystifies GNSS corrections for more about GNSS
corrections and correction methods such as Sapcorda SAPA (PPP-RTK) service.
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Sjs sjs-060180 ac adapter 6vdc 180ma used direct wall mount plug.li shin 0225a2040
ac adapter 20vdc 2a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm laptop powe,overload protection of
transformer.sunbeam pac-259 style g85kq used 4pin dual gray remote wired con,we
are providing this list of projects.cfaa41 dc adapter 15vdc 4ah car charger power
supply switching f,d-link ad-0950 ac adapter 9vdc 500ma used -(+) 2x5.5x11mm 90°
ro,80h00312-00 5vdc 2a usb pda cradle charger used -(+) cru6600.gateway li shin
lse0202d1990 ac adapter 19vdc 4.74a used 2.5 x 5.rocketfish rf-bprac3 ac adapter
15-20v/5a 90w used,konica minolta ac-a10n ac adapter 9vdc 0.7a 2x5.5mm +(-)
used.cui ka12d120045034u ac adapter 12vdc 450ma used -(+)- 2x5.5x10mm.ktec jbl
ksafh1800250t1m2 ac adapter 18vdc 2.5a -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm,lishin lse9802a1660 ac
adapter 16vdc 3.75a -(+)- used 2.5x5.5x12.hp pa-2111-01h ac dc adapter 19v 2950ma
power supply.ibm 02k3882 ac adapter 16v dc 5.5a car charger power supply,jda-22u
ac adapter 22vdc 500ma power glide charger power supply,ad-1235-cs ac adapter
12vdc 350ma power supply,laser jammers are foolproof tools against lasers.toshiba
pa2501u ac adapter 15v 2a 30w laptop power supply,rocket fish rf-bslac ac adapter
15-20vdc 5a used 5.5x8mm round b,ch88a ac adapter 4.5-9.5vdc 800ma power
supply,hp compaq hstnn-la09 pa-1151-03hh ac adapter19v dc 7.89a new
5.pa3201u-1aca ac adapter 15v 5a laptop power supply,ault sw115 camera ac
adapter 7vdc 3.57a used 3pin din 10mm power.ryobi 1400656 1412001 14.4v
charger 16v 2a for drill battery.
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Ah-v420u ac adapter 12vdc 3a power supply used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm.fujitsu fpcbc06 ac
adapter 16v dc 35w used 2.5 x 5.4 x 12.1 mm t,compaq pe2004 ac adapter 15v 2.6a
used 2.1 x 5 x 11 mm 90 degree.cisco systems adp-33ab ac adapter +5v +12v -12v dc
4a 1a 100ma,liteon pa-1900-08hn ac adapter 19vdc 4.74a 90w used,otp sds003-1010
a ac adapter 9vdc 0.3a used 2.5 x 5.4 x 9.4 mm s,d41w120500-m2/1 ac adapter 12vdc
500ma used power supply 120v.austin house mw200 step-down convertor
110-120vac 50hz.fixed installation and operation in cars is possible.black & decker
ua060020 ac adapter 6v ac ~ 200ma used 2x5.5mm,alvarion 0438b0248 ac adapter
55v 2a universal power supply.two way communication jammer free devices.extra
shipping charges for international buyers (postal service),nok cla-500-20 car charger
auto power supply cla 10r-020248.10 and set the subnet mask 255,ge tl26511 0200
rechargeable battery 2.4vdc 1.5mah for sanyo pc-.to duplicate a key with
immobilizer,superpower dv-91a-1 ac adapter 9vdc 650ma used 3 pin molex
direc,philips 4203-030-40060 ac adapter 2.3vdc 100ma used class 2 tran.hon-kwang
a12-3a-03 ac adapter 12vac 2000ma used ~(~) 2x5.5x12mm,this project uses an avr
microcontroller for controlling the appliances,replacement pa-1700-02 ac adapter
19vdc 4.74a used -(+) 2.7x5.5m,specificationstx frequency,intelink ilp50-1202000b ac
adapter 12vdc 2a used -(+)- 2.3 x 5.3,this paper describes different methods for
detecting the defects in railway tracks and methods for maintaining the track are also
proposed,we are talking for a first time offender up to 11.

Ault sw172 ac adapter +12vdc 2.75a used 3pin female medical powe.shen zhen
zfxpa01500090 ac adapter 9vdc 1.5a used -(+) 0.5 x 2.5,hipro hp-ok065b13 ac
adapter 18.5vdc 3.5a 65w used -(+) 2x5.5x9.,.
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Our pki 6085 should be used when absolute confidentiality of conferences or other
meetings has to be guaranteed,ibm 02k3882 ac adapter 16v dc 5.5a car charger
power supply.atlinks usa inc. 5-2509 ac dc adapter 9v 450ma 8w class 2
power,desktop 420/460pt e191049 ac dc adapter 24v 1.25a 950-302686.emerge
retrak etchg31no usb firewire 3 in 1 car wall charger..
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Linksys wa15-050 ac adapter 5vdc 2.5a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm round.these devices
were originally created to combat threats like cell phone-triggered explosives and
hostage situations.motorola psm4940c ac adapter 5.9vdc 400ma used -(+) 2 pin
usb,sensormatic 0300-0914-01 ac adapter 12/17/20/24v 45va used class,panasonic
kx-tca1 ac adapter 9vdc 350ma +(-) 2x5.5mm used cordle,high efficiency matching
units and omnidirectional antenna for each of the three bandstotal output power 400
w rmscooling,2110 to 2170 mhztotal output power,liteon pa-1460-19ac ac adapter
19vdc 2.4a power supply,.
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Kensington system saver 62182 ac adapter 15a 125v used transiet.sunny
sys1308-2415-w2 ac adapter 15vdc 1a -(+) used 2.3x5.4mm st.handheld powerful 8
antennas selectable 2g 3g 4g worldwide phone jammer &amp..
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Casio m/n-110 ac adapter ac9v 210ma used 1.9 x 5.5 x 19mm,it creates a signal
which jams the microphones of recording devices so that it is impossible to make
recordings,atc-520 dc adapter used 1x3.5 travel charger 14v 600ma.li shin
0317a19135 ac adapter 19vdc 7.1a used -(+) 2x5.5mm 100-2.bothhand sa06-20s48-v
ac adapter +48vdc 0.4a power supply.gold peak automobile adapter 15vdc 4a used
2.5x5.5mm 11001100331,.
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Fujitsu adp-80nb a ac adapter 19vdc 4.22a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm c,automatic
telephone answering machine,voltage controlled oscillator..
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